We analyze a KermacK-Mckendrick model extended to a geographical network. This yields a system of coupled differential equations involving the graph Laplacian of the network. We study the influence of the different parameters and obtain a simple criterion for the onset of the epidemic. Finally, in order to curb the epidemic we examine different vaccination strategies and prove that it is most effective to vaccinate a node of highest degree.
Introduction
Many models of the propagation of an epidemic involve a network. This can be a contact network between species or a geographical network where the nodes correspond to locations and where the links are associated to communications between the nodes, see Murray's book for some examples [1] . One of simplest dynamics of a disease is the Kermack-McKendrick system of equations [2] involving two populations of susceptible and infected individuals. Using this model together with a probability transition matrix [3] for the geographic coupling, Brockman and Helbling [4] performed a remarkable study of the propagation of well-known epidemics like SARS or H1N1 due to airline travel. They emphasized that the fluxes between the nodes govern the propagation of the epidemic. The authors were able to trace the origin of the disease.
An important fact outlined by Brockman and Helbling is that the epidemic front is controlled by the availability of susceptibles. If susceptibles are large enough, the front cannot be stopped. In fact, the Kermack-McKendrick equation can be reduced to a Fisher reaction-diffusion model by assuming that the sum of the populations of susceptible and infected is constant. Such a Fisher front with a quadratic non-linearity (monostable) cannot be stopped. On the contrary, we showed [5] that a bistable front (cubic non-linearity) can be pinned by the network if the geographic coupling is weak. For the Kermack-McKendrick model, reducing the number of susceptibles at a given location can be done through vaccination. In some cases, this is expensive and the whole network cannot be vaccinated. It is therefore important to address the question: what nodes are more useful to vaccinate to mitigate the epidemic?
In this article, we consider a model of a Kermack-McKendrick equation coupled to network through a graph Laplacian matrix [6] . This model is similar to the one of [4] if the transition matrix is symmetric. The graph Laplacian is symmetric and negative so that the eigenvalues are real and we can choose a basis of orthonormal eigenvectors on which to project the dynamics. Relying on this formalism, we introduce a criterion of epidemic and validate it by comparison to numerical experiments. Using this criterion, we define a vaccination policy of the network. We find that it is most useful to vaccinate the high degree nodes and that it is not efficient to vaccinate neighbors. The article is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the model, discuss its main features and introduce the epidemic criterion. Numerical results illustrating the criterion are shown in section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the vaccination policy and we conclude in section 5.
The model and epidemic criterion
One of the main models to describe the time evolution of the outbreak of an epidemic is the Kermack-McKendrick model [2]    S t = −αSI,
where the dynamics of transmission depends of the frequency and intensity of the interactions between (healthy) susceptible and infected individuals. The parameters α and β are the infection rate and the recovery rate. Epidemic occurs if αS − β > 0 [2] . model of propagation on a network of n nodes is
Then s = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n ) T , i = (i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i n ) T , ∆ is the graph Laplacian matrix [6] and we denote by si the vector (s 1 i 1 , s 2 i 2 , . . . , s n i n )
T .
The graph Laplacian ∆ is the real symmetric negative-semi definite matrix, defined as
One can see it as a finite difference approximation of the continuous Laplacian [7] . It can also be written as
where D is the diagonal matrix of the degrees (the number of links) and A is the adjacency matrix A kl = w kl [6] . The eigenvalues of ∆ are the n non positive real numbers ordered and denoted as follows:
The eigenvectors {v 1 , . . . , v n } satisfy
and can be chosen to be orthonormal with respect to the scalar product in R n , i.e. v i · v j = δ i,j where δ i,j is the Kronecker symbol.
Brockmann and Helbing [4] studied a similar model using a weighted graph for the propagation of worldwide epidemics. They modulated the reaction term by an activation function. Forgetting this function, their equations read
where p mk is the normalized flux between nodes m and k and j k , s k are the local fractions of infected and susceptibles at node k. The matrix p mk is a so-called transition matrix in probability [3] . If this matrix is symmetric, then it is a graph Laplacian [6] .
There are two main units of time in the system (2), T 0 = 1/ε is a diffusion time and T 1 = 1/(αs * − β) is a reaction time for a given level of susceptibles s * . Interesting effects occur when T 0 is close to T 1 . Scaling times by T 0 we obtain our final system ṡ = ∆s − αsi, i = ∆i + αsi − βi.
The model (7) is simple, yet very general. For example, α can depend on the location k and also on time.
Well posedness and positivity
The model (7) has two equilibria (s ⋆ , i ⋆ ) = ( β α , 0) and the origin (s ⋆ , i ⋆ ) = (0, 0). The model is well posed in the sense that the solution remains bounded. We show this in the Appendix using standard techniques.
The biological domain of the system is
Let us show that Ω is an invariant set for (7) so that the model makes sense in biology. Consider the different axes s = 0 and i = 0. First assume i = 0, then the equation (7) reduces toṡ = ∆s which conserves the positivity of s. Similarly when s = 0, we geṫ
and again the positivity of i is preserved.
Epidemic criterion
Here we extend the 1D epidemic criterion of Kermack-McKendrick [2] to our graph model. Assuming the s vector to be constant, we can use the second equation of 7 and geti
where the term si means the product of a diagonal matrix diag(s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n ) by the vector i.
Equation (8) describes the onset of the epidemic on the network. It can be writteni = Ai where A is the symmetric matrix
The eigenvalues of A σ 1 , . . . , σ n are real. If one of them is positive, then the solution i(t) increases exponentially and the epidemic occurs. We can then write Epidemic criterion : there is an onset of the epidemic if one eigenvalue σ i of A is positive. Because A is symmetric the eigenvalues of A remain in the same order as the ones of ∆. This is the interlacing property [6] . Then σ 1 will tend to 0 for β, α → 0. Note also that since s decreases with time, the estimate given by the eigenvalues of A indicates the size of the epidemic i.e. max i .
Expanding i on an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors (v
we getγ
Assume that the susceptible population is constant on the network. Then diag(s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n ) = s * Id n so that equation (13) reduces tȯ
The epidemic occurs if −β + αs * > 0 which is a simple generalization of the criterion in the scalar case.
A more interesting case is when the population of susceptibles is inhomogeneous. Then equation (13) becomeṡ
Then the eigenvectors and the geometry of the network play a role.
Numerical results
We illustrate the results given above on a 6 node network inspired from the geographical map of Mexico, see Fig. 1 . A node represents a city and an edge is a communication link between two cities. For simplicity here we assume that the weights on all the branches are equal to 1. 
Effect of diffusion
First, we examine the effect of diffusion. For that consider solutions of (7) for two sets of parameters corresponding in the original system (2) to two different values of ǫ. Fig. 2 shows the solution i k (t), k = 1, . . . , 6 for ǫ = 0.2 (left) and ǫ = 1 (right). T One sees that the maxima of i k are well separated on the left for a small ǫ. On the right, they are much closer and not as large. The diffusion over the network is stronger on the right so that the maximum of epidemic occurs at the same time. In the rest of the article, we consider the situation where the network plays an important role and choose ǫ = 1.
The epidemic criterion
We now proceed to illustrate our epidemic criterion, i.e. the fact that to have an outbreak we need an eigenvalue of the matrix A from (9) to be positive. For that, we select α = 10 and α = 3 for the same other parameters and initial conditions. The eigenvalues of A are given in The time evolutions i k (t), k = 1, . . . , 6 are shown in Fig. 3 where the left panel corresponds to α = 3 and the right one to α = 10. Clearly, there is no outbreak for α = 3 while there is one for α = 10. 
Vaccination policy
From the amplitude equations (13), one can devise a strategy of vaccination. By this we mean choosing s j = 0 at some well chosen indices j so that the maximal eigenvalue of A from the epidemic criterion is minimum. Table 1 shows the eigenvalues σ 1 , . . . , σ n of A from (9) when vaccinating a node of the network, i.e. setting s j = 0 at a specific node j and keeping the other nodes the same. We chose α = 5.7 and s = (0. Table 2 : Vaccinated nodes i, j and associated eigenvalues of A.
Again the high degree nodes 1,3 and 5 are the ones that reduce σ 1 the most and are therefore the most effective when applying vaccination. It is also not effective to vaccinate neighboring nodes.
A 15 node geographical graph
To confirm the results obtained in the previous section we consider the 15 node graph inspired from the north of France shown in Fig. 4 . The three smallest eigenvalues in absolute value are We follow the same procedure as above and vaccinate one city, keeping the others unchanged. The results are shown in Table 3 . 
Discussion
The results shown in tables 1, 2 and 3 can be explained from the properties of the matrix A and the graph Laplacian ∆. The maximal eigenvalue σ 1 of A verifies [6] 
We can find inequalities for σ 1 by choosing
Denoting d i the degree of node i, we get
so that
This relation shows that vaccinating a node that has not smallest degree does not change the estimate. Conversely, if there is a unique node of minimal degree and we vaccinate it, then the bound changes. Using similar arguments, it can be shown that vaccinating two neighboring nodes, say 1 and 2 will be less effective than vaccinating two non neighboring nodes.
Now we look at what happens if we cut a link, which corresponds to condemning a road for example. Let ∆ ′ be the Laplacian of the new graph obtained by deleting a link. Without loss of generality we can assume this link to be between vertices 1 and 2. Then ∆ ′ = ∆ − M where
M has all eigenvalues equal to 0 except one which has value −2. Applying the Courant-Weyl inequalities, see for example [6] , we get the following result for the maximum eigenvalue of ∆
Note that equality is possible: when s is homogeneous, the maximum eigenvalue of A will always be −β + αs. In such a case, cutting a link is ineffective.
Conclusion
We analyzed a simple model of an epidemic on a network where the geographic term is a graph Laplacian. The symmetry of this matrix allows to choose an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors on which to project the dynamics. This provides a sound mathematical basis for the analysis.
We derived a simple epidemic criterion using the eigenvalues of a matrix A (9) to predict the scale of the outbreak. Using it, we established a vaccination policy so as to reduce the magnitude of the epidemic. We proved that it is most effective to vaccinate the highest degree nodes, i.e. the nodes with most connections. We also proved that it is not effective to vaccinate neighboring nodes. Hence, by iterating for n ≥ 1, we conclude that
Now, for n large enough, (L f e T A T ) n n! < 1.
The mapping Γ n is a contraction. Therefore, by using the iterating fixed point theorem Γ is also a contraction. Consequently, the system (13) has a unique solution which is given by (14). end proof
